MEMORANDUM

TO: District Structures Design Engineers
   (Gerard Moliere, Rod Nelson, Keith Shores, John Danielsen,
    Neil Kenis, Kim Saing, Jose Rodriguez, and Agnes Spielmann)
   District Construction Engineers
   (Jon Sands, Henry Haggerty, Steve Benak, Jennifer Olson, Frank O’Dea,
    Mark Croft, Jim Moulton, Jr., Thomas Driscoll)

FROM: William N. Nickas, State Structures Design Engineer
       Ananth Prasad, State Construction Engineer

COPIES: Bob Greer, Freddie Simmons, Bill Albaugh, Bill Domico, Jack Evans,
        Bob Nichols, Larry Sessions, Marcus Ansley, Doug Edwards (FHWA),
        Ananth Prasad, Sharon Holmes, Henry Bollmann, Steve Plotkin,
        Tom Andres, Robert Robertson, Tony Mireles, Duane Brautigam

SUBJECT: Temporary Design Bulletin C03-07
         DCE Memorandum 25-03
         Mandatory Post-Tensioning Enhancements

As of the 2003 July letting, the Department now requires full compliance with the revised specifications for post-tensioning. The Specifications were released in the October 2002 Spec Workbook and the Structures Indexes (No.1800 thru 1803) were released in June 2002. The effected specification sections are as follows: 105; 452; 453; 462; 926; 930; 938; 975. Copies of these specifications were provided to you on the CD at our recent post-tensioning workshop (July 24 and 25, 2003), which included briefings from all major PT suppliers. For an official copy of these specifications contact the State Specifications Office.

We look forward to the improved quality resulting from our revised design, material and construction practices.
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